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Grazing Intensity Guidelines 

JERRY L. HOLECHEK AND DEE GALT 

Grazing management on rangelands is based on control
ling the intensity, timing, frequency, and selectivity of 
grazing animals. Grazing intensity has been consid

ered to be the most critical of these factors because high inten
sity grazing damages the eaten plants. Considerable contro
versy has existed over how grazing intensity should be mea
sured. Over the past 7 years as researchers and consultants we 
have had the opportunity to evaluate grazing intensity on sev
eral rangeland sites in New Mexico using a variety of tech
niques. As a result of this experience we have been able to test 
and improve the approach of Anderson and Currier for evalu
ating grazing intensity that has reasonable simplicity, rapidity, 
repeatability, and accuracy. We will describe our use of the 
approach and discuss modifications we have developed for 
some major rangeland types in New Mexico. 

The Problem 

A number of reviews have pointed out the problems associ
ated with the various methods for evaluating grazing intensity. 
The most commonly used approach in various stocking rate 
studies has been using percent of forage utilized. It is general
ly more understandable to ranchers and the public than quali
tative assessments of grazing intensity such as light, moderate, 
or heavy, or quantitative measurements such as residual vege
tation, stubble heights, or percentages of ungrazed plants. 
Over long time periods percent forage use has been well asso
ciated with vegetational composition shifts, changes in forage 
production, livestock productivity, and financial returns. It has 
commonly been used as a basis for the harvest coefficient 
when stocking rates are determined. The harvest coefficient is 
the percentage of annual forage production assigned to live
stock consumption. 

In spite of these advantages, percent use has several draw
backs as a sole measure of grazing intensity. It is not easy to 
measure and, therefore, accuracy and precision can be impor
tant problems. Most importantly, during individual years de
termining percent use is difficult and does not always reflect 
grazing severity. Utilization percentages that are light in wet 
years due to regrowth can adversely impact rangeland health 
in dry years. 

Various qualitative grazing intensity procedures involve vi
sual inspection of range for characteristics such as vegetation 
patchiness, remaining seed stalks, hedging of browse plants, 
presence of livestock trails, proportion of ungrazed plants, soil 
cover, and so on. Based on these characteristics, grazing in
tensity for a particular range can be characterized as light to 
unused, conservatively used, moderately used, heavily used, 
or severely used. If observers are properly trained with pictures 
and inspections of pastures with known grazing intensities, 

thoroughly cover a range unit, and do some quantitative cross 
checking with stubble heights or residues, we have found qual
itative assessments of grazing intensity can be fairly reliable. 

Measurement of residual vegetation can be time consuming. 
Specific levels needed for protection in many range types 
have not been determined. Exceptions are the California annu
al grassland type and the short grass prairie in Colorado. We 
believe enough information is now available that residue 
guidelines could be developed for most range sites in the 
United States. 

Residual vegetation better reflects grazing severity than 
percent use data because it determines how well wildlife, 
watershed, livestock, and esthetic values are maintained. 

In recent years grass stubble height measurements have re
ceived greater use in grazing intensity surveys because they 
are closely associated with residual vegetation. Minimum 
stubble height guidelines have been developed for various 
range grasses (see Heady and Child 1994, Holechek et al. 
1998). Generally, we have found stubble heights can be evalu
ated quickly, accurately, and with reasonable repeatability 
among observers. 

Our Approach 

Basically our approach to evaluating grazing follows 
Anderson and Currier with some modifications. We use gen
eral pasture reconnaissance, grazing intensity categories, map
ping of use zones, and stubble heights as indicators of grazing 
severity. We have modified the grazing intensity categories 
based on research from New Mexico rangelands (Table 1). In 
addition, we establish 1-2 key areas per pasture for more in
tensive monitoring. Typically we select key areas that are rep
resentative of the pasture and 0.75 to 1.00 mile from water. 
Here we evaluate end of grazing season ungrazed forage pro
duction using 3 to 5 large (16 sq. feet) moveable cages; grazed 
forage residues at the end of the grazing period; and grazed 
and ungrazed stubble heights of key grasses. Prior to forage 
regrowth after dormancy we also take photographs along per
manent transects as suggested by Sharp et al. (Figures 1, 2, 
and 3). We always calculate a percent use coefficient based on 
forage standing crop inside and outside the cages. We recog
nize that cages can differentially affect forage production 
compared to uncaged areas, therefore we also-attempt to cross 
check this coefficient by clipping some ungrazed or lightly 
grazed patches of vegetation on the site and comparing that 
with grazed areas. While we consider the percent use coeffi
cient useful as an indicator of harvest efficiency and grazing 
severity, we do not believe it should be used as a sole measure 
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Table 1. Qualitative characteristics of grazing intensity categories used to 
characterize ew Mexico rangelands. 

Qualitative Grazing 
Inten ity Category 

Light co non-use 

Conservative 

Moderate 

Heavy 

Severe 

Use of Forage 
by Weight 

-(%)--
0-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61+ 

Qualitative ]ndicators 
of Grazing Tm.en ity 

011ly choice plants and areas show 
use; There i no use of poor forage 
plant. 

Choice forage plant have abun
dant seed talks; Areas more than a 
mile from water show lirtle use: 
About one third to one half primary 
forage plants how grazing on key 
areas. 

Mo t of acces ible range show 
u e; Key area show patchy ap
pearance with one half 10 two 
thirds of primary forage plants 
showing use; Grazing is noticeable 
in zone 1-1.S miles from water. 

Nearly all primary forage plants 
ho~ grazing on key area : 

Palatable shrubs how hedging; 
Key areas show a lack of seed 
stalks; Grazing is noticeable in 
areas over 1.5 miles from water. 

Key area bow a clipped or 
mowed appearance (no stubble 
height); Shrubs are severely 
hedged: There is evidence of live
tock trailing Lo forage: Areas over 
1.5 111 i !cs from water I ack stu bblc 
height. 

of grazing inten ity due to preci ·ion and accw·acy limitation . 
On the ba i of tni information we have been able to develop 
tubble height/utilization gujde for hortgra -pinyon/juniper 

Chihuahuan De ert and mountain grassland range type that 
should be of practical value to range managers and ranchers. 
We suggest that they are guides and may not apply in all situ
ation . However manager should be able to develop their 
own guides u ing our approach. 

Guidelines for Shortgrass-Pinyon/Juniper 

We developed our guide (Table 2) for this range type from 
urvey we conducted on 3 different ranches (2 in western 
ew Mexico, 1 in central ew Mexico). We found that 

residue guides developed by Bement for blue grama range
land· in Colorado corre. ponded well with forage u e levels, 
tubble height , and our qualitative a sessmenls of pasture 

grazing inten ity in ew Mexico. We have found a close cor
relation between blue grama stubble heights and forage 
residue levels. The minimum stubble height of 1.5 to 2 inches 
for blue grama recommended by Craft and Glendening corre-
ponded well to moderate grazing (41-50% u e of forage) on 
everal pa tu.re we evaluated. 
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Fig. 1. Moderately grazed rangeland dominated by black grama on the 
Chjhuabuan Desert Rangeland Research Center in southcentral e, 
Mexico in late May, 1999. 

Fig. 2. Conservatively grazed rangeland dominated by black grama on 
the hihuahuan Desert Rangeland Research Center in late Ma , 1999. 

Fig. 3. ngrazed (left) and severely grazed (right) Chihuah1rnn Desert 
grassland ranges in southcentral New exico in early June, 1999. 
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Table 2. Grazing intensity guide for shortgrass-pinyon/juniper range
lands in New Mexico. 

Qualitative Use Stubble Forage 
Grazing Intensity of Forage Height Residue 

Category by Weight Guide Guide 1 

Blue Western 
Grama Wheat grass 

-- (%)-- ---- (inches)---- (lbs/acre) 
Light to non-use 0-30 2.5+ 7.0+ 435+ 
Conservative 31-40 2.0-2.5 4.0-5.0 350-435 
Moderate 41-50 1.5-2.0 3.0-4.0 265-350 
Heavy 51-60 1.0-1.5 2.0-3.0 180-265 
Severe >60 < 1.0 <2.0 < 180 
We have found residue guidelines developed by Bement (1969) for blue grama range

lands in Colorado apply well to New Mexico blue grama rangelands. 

Guidelines for Chihuahuan Desert 

Our guide (Table 3) for this range type was developed pri
marily from experimental pastures on the Chihuahuan Desert 
Rangeland Research Center in southcentral New Mexico and a 
large ranch in southeastern Arizona. Stubble heights of black 
grama generally associated well with measured forage use lev
els. Black grama productivity is impaired when it is grazed 
below a 3 inch stubble height. Cattle on the Chihuahuan Desert 
Rangeland Research Center experienced weight losses when 
black grama stubble height fell below 3 inches. 
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Guidelines for Mountain Grassland 

Our stubble height guide (Table 4) for mountain grassland 
ranges was developed from ranch surveys we conducted in 
westcentral, southcentral, and northcentral New Mexico. 
Johnson found stubble height of Arizona fescue was well re
lated to forage use and vigor on mountain grassland in 
Colorado. Our surveys were in agreement with Johnson that a 
6 inch stubble height on Arizona fescue corresponds to mod
erate use. 

Guidelines for Shrubs 

Shrubs such as common winterfat, fourwing saltbush, and 
mountain mahogany were important forage components on 
several of the rangelands we evaluated. Based on relationships 
between percent use of browse and percentages of leaders 
grazed, we have developed a grazing intensity guide (Table 5) 
that can be applied to most shrubs. Generally, moderate brows
ing on shrubs involves visible use on 51-80% of the leaders or 
51-75% use of current year's growth by weight (Fig. 4 ). 

Some Final Thoughts 

The key feature of our procedure is that it uses a combina
tion of indicators to assess grazing intensity. We have found 
that ranchers, other range managers, and students trained with 

Table 3. Grazing intensity guide for Chihuahuan Desert rangelands in New Mexico. 

Qualitative 
Grazing Intensity 

Category 

Use of 
Forage 

by Weight 

Black Dropseed 
Grama 

Stubble 
Height 
Guide 

Threeawn Tobosa Sacaton Sideoats 
Grama 

---(%)---- ---------------- (inches)------------------
Light to non-use 
Conservative 
Moderate 
Heavy 
Severe 

0-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
>60 

5+ 
4-5 
3-4 
2-3 
<2 

9+ 5+ 
8-9 4-5 
6-8 3-4 
4-6 2-3 
<4 <2 

Table 4. Grazing intensity guide for mountain grassland rangeland in New Mexico. 

Qualitative 
Grazing Intensity 

Category 

Light to non-use 
Conservative 
Moderate 
Heavy 
Severe 

Use of 
Forage 

by Weight 

--- (%) ---
0-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
>60 

Arizona 

Fescue 

8+ 
6-7 
5-6 
4-5 
<4 

Western 

Wheat grass 

7+ 
4-5 
3-4 
2-3 
<2 

9+ 16+ 9+ 
7-9 14-16 8-9 
5-7 12-14 6-8 
3-5 10-12 4-6 
<3 < 10 <4 

Stubble 
Height 
Guide 

Intermediate Mutton grass Mountain 

Wheatgrass & Kentucky Muhly 
Bluegrass 

(inches)---- ----------------------------------

10+ 5+ 5+ 
8-10 4-5 4-5 
6-8 3-4 3-4 
4-6 2-3 2-3 
<4 <2 <2 
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Table 5. Grazing intensity guide for key shrub species (common winter
fat., fourwing sallbusb. mouotai.n mabogaoy on ew Mexico range
land. 

Quali1a1ive 
Graziag Intensity 

C:llegory 

Light 10 non-use 
Conserv,tlive 
Moderate 
Heavy 
Severe 

U e of Current 
Year Browse 

Production by Weight 

-(%)
<30 

31-50 
51-75 
75-90 
>90 

Leader. 
Brow.ed 

-(%)
<15 
16-50 
51-80 
81-100 

All leaders plus old 
growth used 

our procedure were remarkably con i ten and accurate in cat
egorizing grazing intensity a light, c nservative, moderate, 
heavy. or severe. Generally. ob erver hav . hown high r -
peatability wh n tubble heights and residues w re us d a 
quantitativ checks on qualitative e timates. After 4-8 hours 
of training. we have successfully used teams of 3 trained ob
servers to evaluate grazing intensity on land units as large as 
10,000 acre in a day. Here we use the average estimate· of 
the 3 observers as our final utilization figure for each pa ture. 

We con. ider annual a se ment of grazing intensity to be es
sential for effective manag ment of any range unit. It is the 
basis for annual tocking rate adju tments and application of 
variou tools to improve livestock distribution. However, we 
empbasize grazing inten ity is as much a qualitative as a 
quantitative characteristic. Manager mu t re ognize that at
tainment of specific u level is nearly impossible on a year 
over year basis due to the vagaries of climate. In tead we be
lieve they sbou Id be a target across 5- l O year time periods. On 
publicly owned rangelands dominated by native vegetation, 
we believe manager should avoid the heavy grazing category 
(exceeding 50% use) when vari us zone and key areas within 
a rang unit ar av rag d within any year. There should be 
ome tolerance for heavy grazing on a portjon of a pasture (up 

to 30%). It is our trong opinion that immediate managerial 
changes (reductjon in numbers) are needed any time grazing 
falls into the severe category on one third r m re of a range 

Fig. 4. Moderately used fourwing saltbu ·h-bluc grama rangeland in west
central ew Mexico in June 1999. ost leaders of lhe fourwing saltbush 
plants show ome browsing and range has patchy appearance. 
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unit. Rancher should be encouraged to avoid heavy use year 
after year on th sam key ar a". Thi i where rotation graz
ing y tern , regulation of acces to watering points, 'trategi 
fencing, h rding, and placement of -alt can b u ·eful. 
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